Further™
Further is a collection of thoughtfully designed elements that helps you plan an inspired, productive
workplace where people thrive. You can easily accommodate a variety of workstyles, from highly mobile,
interactive work to more desk-bound, focused work. Using the same components, you are free to create
multiple, unique solutions across the entire floorplan that can easily evolve over time to keep pace with
changing business needs.
Further invites you to continuously re-imagine the workplace, and move business forward with the ability to
adapt at a moment‘s notice. Connecting teams. Optimizing real estate. All while supporting a broad range of
users and the work they do.

Choice is yours.
Further is an agile furniture solution that embraces the ever-changing
workplace and frees people to adapt their environment – simply,
elegantly, and efficiently – at their own pace.
Powerful Possibilities
At the heart of Further is the hub. Ultimately flexible, the hub provides
power and data support for a variety of applications, whether beamsupported or freestanding. Power and data is located along the beam
and is managed in either low- or high-capacity baskets and troughs for
quick installation and easy access.
Shape Matters
Further’s signature trapezoid surface allows multiple configurations,
provides unique user orientation that maximizes footprint efficiency,
and accommodates both focused and collaborative workspaces.
Celebrate Change
Further opens the door to simple, intuitive planning and usage.
A concentrated kit-of-parts allows for ease of installation and
reconfiguration, with retrofit capabilities so you can stay flexible as
needs change over time.
People First
Go where you want, work how you want, think your best, perform to
your utmost potential. This is the control that Further provides users,
across a variety of workstyles through integrated height-adjustable
worksurfaces, unique storage elements and accessories, and a variety of
space division options.
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Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture
industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council.
Further is an SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and level® 2
certified product.

